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that the most resilient
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balance of four
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M

ost managers and academics agree that innovation ensures superior performance. But
which innovation strategy or strategies best sustain that performance over time? That
is, how can companies manage innovation in order to become more resilient? Resilience is
both an applicable and an important concept for companies in turbulent times.
The concept of resilience originates in research on child behavior,1 which indicates that
some children prove to be positive, focused, flexible and proactive — in a word, resilient —
despite exposure to extremely challenging and stressful environments.2 There are several
ways of conceptualizing and adapting the basic idea of resilience to the business world.
Some business writers have focused on corporate attributes, while others have focused on
issues such as risk awareness, risk protection and the reduction of vulnerabilities.3 In strategic management, resilience has been defined as a process capability; in order to reinvent
themselves, companies need to overcome barriers to change and develop multiple sources
of competitive advantage.4 We define resilience as the capability to self-renew over time
through innovation. Using that definition, we have analyzed a set
of resilient companies that have successfully adapted to diverse and
turbulent changes over a period of two decades, trying to understand what makes them so capable of continued self-renewal.
These companies include some of the world’s largest multinationals. (See “About the Research,” p. 62.)

A Portfolio of Innovation Strategies
Innovation can be categorized by whether the innovative resources
and capabilities are internal or external, in use or being created.
Combining these two dimensions creates four main approaches to
innovation. (See “Four Innovation Strategies,” p. 63.)

Knowledge Management This involves the use and leveraging of the
existing knowledge in an organization.5 Responsibility for this
innovation strategy frequently lies with top management, which
creates and protects knowledge initiatives, and with the units that
advocate knowledge management, such as human resources or
information technology. Important internal resources include
employees’ intellectual capital and skill sets, which often defy storage in digital format.
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Exploration This is the creation of new, internal ideas and
resources. Often with the backing of top management, internal
units promote exploration in order to discover potential value
through experimentation and prototyping.6 Exploration includes
investment in research and development, emerging technologies7
and experimentation in laboratories and innovation centers.8
This strategy enables both incremental and radical innovations.
Cooperation Since complementary resources for innovation may
exist outside the organization,9 this strategy pursues the transfer
or exchange of existing resources and ideas across organizational
boundaries.10 Cooperation outside the corporate boundary generates new and synergistic resource recombinations and turns
them into innovations.11 Cooperating reduces uncertainty by
distributing risk. Mergers and acquisitions, strategic alliances or
outsourcing and offshoring relationships frequently offer opportunities to use a partner’s complementary resources. In these
cases, top management or the relevant units of both organizations take responsibility for important initiatives.
Entrepreneurship Seeking to create new resources, ideas and applications beyond the boundaries of the organization is the essence

of entrepreneurship. The innovation strategy of entrepreneurial
venturing is driven by autonomous units, usually supported by
top management. Entrepreneurial action lies at the core of radical or breakthrough innovation, and the creation of new businesses and creativity lies at the core of entrepreneurship.12 A
company can stimulate entrepreneurial behavior through cultural and organizational elements that facilitate and stimulate
creativity, risk taking and the fertilization of ideas.13

Dynamic Balance of Innovation Strategies
In order to get an overview of the relative importance of innovation strategies over time for our set of resilient companies, we
divided the two decades between 1983 and 2002 into four periods. These periods mirror the upswings and downturns of economic cycles, with recessions in 1983, 1993 and 2002. Although
we set out to answer the question of which innovation strategy
helps to sustain superior corporate performance, we found that
all the companies displayed the full complement of approaches
over this period. (See “Diversity for Resilience,” p. 64.)
An aggregate comparison of the relative importance of the
approaches reveals both continuity and change. The companies’
commitment to strategic diversity in innovation was constant,

About the Research
Our work attempts to better understand
the link between innovation strategies
and sustained superior performance
through resilience. We looked at which
innovation strategy resilient firms
choose, how they innovate and whether
they reduce diversity to focus on selected
approaches or increase diversity by using
evolutionary dynamics.
The findings of our research are
based on analyses of companies with a
record of outperforming their peers for
the two decades between 1983 and
2002 in terms of superior financial performance and longevity. We screened all
231 Dutch companies listed on the Amsterdam Stock Exchange — spanning a
variety of industries and including many
of Fortune’s “Global 500” companies —
on the basis of book value per share,
return on assets and sales growth. Using
data for 1983 to 2002 from Thompson
ONE Analytics, we created a ranking of
the top 10 companies. Among those that
sustained superior performance are
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multinationals such as pharmaceutical,
coating and chemical manufacturer
Akzo Nobel, electronics firm Philips,
energy and petrochemical company
Shell, consumer goods manufacturer
Unilever, life-science products and chemicals manufacturer DSM, multimedia
publisher Wolters Kluwers, information
and media provider VNU, investment and
fund management group Robeco and
brewing company Heineken.
We built two longitudinal, multiorganizational databases in order to capture
innovation at the selected resilient companies for 1983 to 2002. The first database comprised the strategic innovation
initiatives undertaken by the superior
performers over the time frame. This
information was taken from annual
reports and other corporate documents
of public record. A second, complementary database was created using material
from information provider LexisNexis
and generated more than 100 interviews
with, articles about and statements of
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CEOs and senior executives on their companies’ innovation strategies. We then
linked these with the annual report data.
To capture the meaning of this kind of
qualitative data in an objective way, our
approach integrated quantitative and
qualitative methods of analyzing nonnumerical datai by utilizing computerfacilitated qualitative data analysis
(CQDA).ii We used CQDA to selectively
retrieve key concepts and quantify this
information on the innovation strategies.
i. M. Smith and R.J. Taffler, “The Chairman’s
Statement: A Content Analysis of Discretionary
Narrative Disclosures,” Accounting, Auditing, and
Accountability Journal 13, no. 5 (2000): 624-647;
M.J. Epstein and M.L. Pava, “The Shareholders’
Use of Corporate Annual Reports” (Greenwich,
Connecticut: JAI Press, 1993); and C.M. Fiol, “A
Semiotic Analysis of Corporate Language: Organizational Boundaries and Joint Venturing,” Administrative Science Quarterly 34 (June 1989):
277-303.
ii. R.A. Wolfe, R.P. Gephart and T.E. Johnson,
“Computer-Facilitated Qualitative Data Analysis:
Potential Contributions to Management Research,”
Journal of Management 19, no. 3 (autumn 1993):
637-660.

but the balance and emphasis among the strategies changed over
the time frame. Across all periods, for example, knowledge management and exploration strategies were most frequently implemented, but the beginning of the second decade showed a
decreased emphasis on internal research and development and
an increase in knowledge management. Cooperation remained
remarkably constant. Although entrepreneurship received the
least attention overall, it had the highest growth rate during the
second decade. Our analysis revealed that the resilient companies display certain common characteristics despite these shifts
in strategy.

Increased Commitment to Exploiting Knowledge All large companies
have accumulated considerable knowledge assets and skills.
Resilient companies focus on the efficient reuse and recombination of existing resources, especially those that are tacit and
unexplored. In our sample, the attention paid to such knowledge
management increased by 224% over 20 years. Analysis shows
that in the 1980s, companies were primarily interested in furthering innovation through specializing in fields of expertise. In
the 1990s the emphasis shifted toward sharing knowledge across
these fields of expertise and facilitating communication and
internal knowledge transfer. Companies such as Heineken NV
began to increase knowledge sharing through company intranets
and global best-practice teams. Pharmaceutical, coating and
chemical manufacturer Akzo Nobel, based in Arnhem, the
Netherlands, began to stress that opportunities lay in the optimal
use of collective know-how. Royal Philips Electronics NV began
to focus on the creation of internal networks for sharing knowledge and merging expertise for innovation. “Largely autonomous
and independent business units have been encouraged to adopt a
unified approach to marketing and innovation focused on the
consumer,” said Philips’ CEO Gerard Kleisterlee in 2004. “We
have stayed away from forecasting explicit growth targets because
I don’t want the organization to run ahead of itself.”

Increased Commitment to Innovation One of our most fundamental
findings is that innovation has increasingly become a priority on
corporate strategy agendas. Only when companies allocate
enough resources to innovation can they hope to overcome temporary setbacks and adapt to rapid changes of the environment.
Investing just enough for incremental innovation threatens to
make pathbreaking innovations less likely.
Among the resilient companies studied, the emphasis on
innovation increased by 235% over 20 years. The attention paid
to innovation mirrors the economic cycles — more attention
paid when the economy is booming than during a recession.
There are, however, two important points to note. First, the
period between the start of a recession and the subsequent boost
Prudent Exploration Resilient companies go beyond conventional
in innovation shrank over time. The commitment to innovation
knowledge management by simultaneously exploiting existing
in difficult times was stronger by 2002 than during all previous
knowledge and searching for new knowledge. They search for
recessions. Second, the stated reason for
emphasizing innovation in bad times
Four Innovation Strategies
changed over the two decades. In the
1980s, the main reason was to keep a
leadership position. Consider this stateWhen pursuing innovation, an organization employs resources that are either internal or
external, either already in use or being created. When viewed through these two dimenment in the 1983 annual report of the
sions, all innovation strategies fall into one of four broad categories.
multinational information provider
VNU, headquartered in Haarlem, the
Netherlands: “During a recession,
Exploration
Entrepreneurship
Creating
Experimenting to
Experimenting to find
investments in innovation are done to
find new meaningful
new meaning in the
maintain market position.” In the 2002
recombinations of
environment (“going where
existing organizational
no one has gone before”)
recession, however, companies such as
knowledge
For example, nurturing private
For example, R&D
or corporate ventures or
Unilever Plc/Unilever NV began to see
departments, corporate
volunteer-based open source
innovation as a mechanism for funthink tanks
models
damental renewal and a “path to
growth,” even in bad times. Similarly,
Knowledge
Cooperation
Management
Accessing and reusing
Ac
Amsterdam-based multimedia pubcomplementary
Reusing tacit and explicit
knowledge of
knowledge residing
lisher Wolters Kluwer pointed to
partners in the
within organizations
environment
(“using
“major investments in innovation” in
For example, customer
wh
what is out there”)
relationship management,
its 2002 annual report as the reason for
For example, merger and
employees’ expertise,
Using
acquisitions
cross-functional teams
its continued success and growth in the
most difficult times after the Internet
bubble burst.
Internal
External
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The timing of increasing or decreasing the emphasis on innovation strategies is important to
maintaining the dynamic balance, and that is primarily the responsibility of leadership.

Measured Cooperation Resilient companies balance internal
exploration with cooperation strategies to increase innovative
output. The need for cooperation is recognized across all industries. Cooperation is the antidote to innovation stagnation and
isolation, which will result in the exhaustion of internal resources
over time. But cooperation can be overdone; too many initiatives
on too many fronts can lead to diffusion of focus. Therefore, the
cooperative efforts of the resilient companies we studied tend to
be selective, targeted and purposeful.
Attempts to access innovation resources outside the organization through mergers, acquisition, alliances or outsourcing were
generally consistent over the period of study. There was a sharp
rise in cooperation despite the economic downturn at the beginning of the 21st century. Philips began collaborations with Nike
and Sony and outsourced manufacturing to LG Electronics, CEC
and Funai Electric Co., headquartered in Seoul, Beijing and
Osaka, respectively. In 2001, Robeco finalized its strategic alliance
and integration with Rabobank in order to gain financial
resources and an international network for expansion. Unilever
acquired Ben & Jerry’s, Bestfoods and Slim-Fast in 2000. “Since
the industry was going to consolidate
anyway,” said Unilever’s then-CEO
Diversity for Resilience
Niall Fitzgerald, “it’s much better to
lead that consolidation and choose the
In an effort to understand how resilient companies sustain superior performance through
best partner with which to do it.”
innovation, we chronicled their innovation strategies over two decades of increasing
Cooperation reduces the high risks
international complexity and turbulent technological change (1983 to 2002). Comparing
in technology development and offers
four five-year increments that reflect significant swings in the economic cycle, we found
access to new markets and/or comthat the mix of strategies companies employed maintained a dynamic balance over time.
plementary assets. Success through
Number of Innovation Initiatives by Type
cooperation depends on the existence
700
of complementary resources, the
Knowledge
600
availability of partners and the speciCooperation
ficity of managerial intention. CoopEntrepreneurship
500
eration works only when, and only as
Exploration
long as, it serves the purpose of
Total
400
accessing and exploiting complemen300
tary resources for a clear purpose. “All
our product divisions have the free200
dom to come with proposals, but they
100
know we are very critical,” said former Philips president and CEO Cor
0
1983–1987
1988–1992
1993–1997
1998–2002
Boonstra. “We certainly look at the

new insights through specialized units such as R&D centers and
corporate think tanks. As with innovation generally, more
attention was paid to exploration by resilient companies during
the 2002 recession, with an increase in the number of employees in R&D laboratories and a widening of corporate R&D networks. Unilever allocated resources to a new network of global
technology centers. Mutual fund company Robeco in Rotterdam and banker Rabobank Group, headquartered in Utrecht,
the Netherlands, jointly manage IRIS, the Institute for Research
and Investment Services, in order to deepen their expertise
worldwide.
Although managers are frequently advised to explore by
embracing chaos, our research shows that resilient companies
explore in a disciplined manner. Over the 20-year period,
Unilever, for instance, consistently paid attention to research,
sharing key insights across the globe as product strategy teams
met regularly to compare notes on research, development, market trends and advertising. Yet, as stated in its 1993 annual report,
the company set clear limits to “ensure that research is undertaken in service of the business.”
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maturity of the product line … [but] we need market growth
potential if we acquire.”

Increased Entrepreneurial Behavior In addition to internal exploration and external cooperation, resilient companies continually
encourage entrepreneurial behavior to drive innovation. Indeed,
among the resilient companies studied, entrepreneurial behavior
showed a clear upward trend from 1983 to 2002. Since the beginning of the 1990s, when the companies invested anticyclically in
innovation, entrepreneurship has begun receiving more attention. Philips and Unilever, among others, pointedly began to
move away from a focus on cost and risk avoidance and toward a
focus on customer responsiveness and exploiting entrepreneurial
opportunities. During the 2002 recession, the emphasis on entrepreneurship saw its highest levels. Most companies in this study
stated that both organizational context and skill development are
important in encouraging entrepreneurial behavior.
FOCUSING ON ONE innovation strategy to the exclusion of others may produce innovation, but it will not lead to resilience. A
resilient company employs a dynamic balance of all four strategies, continually revising its portfolio of innovation strategies
to adapt to changing environmental conditions. Evolutionary
theory emphasizes the key role of diversity for variation, selection and retention.14 Similarly, pursuing several different innovation strategies simultaneously maximizes a company’s
chances of successful adaptation.15 Investments in innovation
should not be driven by costs or short-term returns, but rather
should flow naturally to the most effective strategy for the
changing context.
Building the foundation to become a resilient high-performer
requires a clear understanding of the role of leadership in strategic diversity. The timing of increasing or decreasing the emphasis on innovation strategies is important to maintaining the
dynamic balance, and that timing is primarily the responsibility
of leadership. In the final analysis, leaders who have mastered
“climbing one route” to innovation may prove less useful to their
organizations than leaders who have trained on multiple routes.
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